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Abstract9

This report presents technical details of a method for aggregating multiple sources10

of information to estimate a non-observable parameter of interest. The central idea is11

to ask each source to also estimate a number of other observable quantities, and to use12

the accuracy of those estimates to weight the contributions of the several sources. We13

consider a specific application, in which the numbers to be estimated can be interpreted14

as a probability distribution, and select the Jensen-Shannon Metric as a way of assessing15

the proximity of each source’s estimate to the relevant observations. Conversion of the16

proximity metric to a weight contains a single free parameter, which the decision-maker17

can use to represent his or her estimate of the relative strength of the best and the18

worst of the sources to be combined.19

1 Statement of the Problem20

The proposal that led to this project addresses two aspects of estimating effectiveness21

(with a particular focus on detection of border crossers). The first, and more abstract22
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model is shown in Figure 1.23

Figure 1: A conceptual representation of the ECR concept. Some of hte subscripts are incorrect,
see text.

ECR-DiagramsAggregator24

In Figure 1 we assume (for any specific demographic and set of consequences consis-25

tently delivered on successive apprehensions) that there is a population of new arrivals26

A(t), where t labels successive time periods, t = 1, 2, 3. The model posits that this27

class of border crossers has some probability p(1) of being apprehended in the first time28

period, resulting in the apprehended of captured population of size C1(1). These per-29

sons are released, and there is some probability p(2) that they are apprehended in the30

second time period (assuming, of course, that they have been released before the end31

of that time period). This results in a captured population of size C2(2). At the same32

time, a new pool of potential crossers A(2) becomes available, and, with probability33

p(2), they too are captured.34

Before proceeding to the crucial third time period, we consider some important35

revisions to this model. The model was described without reference to the specific36

consequences, and therefore treated the new arrivals (in the group A(2)) with the same37

probability of apprehension as those who have been apprehended and released. A more38

complete picture recognizes that the fact of being apprehended, and experiencing some39
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specific consequences affects the probability of being apprehended in at least three ways.40

First, for a considered demographic D, a specific consequence C may have a deterrent41

effect. Let us denote this as q(D,C). Second, it may affect the timing of the next42

attempt, moving it out of the second time period. For the moment, let us expand the43

definition of q(D,C) to include this effect. The details become quite complex, as each44

person may be released at a different moment in the time period. For a rigorous analysis45

the variable which we call “time” should be measured as “person-specific time.” That46

is, for each person captured in a given month, the “next month” should begin with the47

day of his or her individual release. Thus q(D,C) is to be interpreted as including both48

those who will never try again, and those who will not try again within the next time49

period. The third way in which consequences may affect capture is that the detainee50

may have learned something that makes him more able to avoid capture on the next51

attempt. We do not explore that aspect of the model in this report.1 In sum, a more52

accurate model will resemble Figure 2

Figure 2: A richer representation, indicating the fact that persons who have been captured may
try again during various time periods. See text.53

In this figure, the set of persons who have been captured once, C1, are then candi-54

dates to be considered at later times. Some fraction of them are permanently deterred.55

1There is also the possibility that the very persons who have been captured are less able to avoid detection
that are others. This would mean that their value of the apprehension probability, p2, is somewhat increased,
even as they try again.
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The rest, we propose, are divided into several groups, corresponding to how long it56

will be before they try to cross the border again. In the figure we propose that their57

futures be divided into four periods, labeled 1, 2, 3, later, The corresponding number58

of persons who attempt to cross in period p is represented as C1:p. We further suppose59

that, for each of these groups, the same fraction, a, will be apprehended. Thus all of60

these (tagged) persons will be divided into three observable groups: the number appre-61

hended in each time period, Ai:p; p = 1, 2, 3 and, by subtraction, “all the rest.” In the62

diagram of Figure 2 we use a blue color to represent numbers that are not observable,63

and a goldenrod color to represent numbers that are observable. Note that any model64

or expert claiming to know the probability of being deterred n, the three probabilities65

fp of attempting to cross in each period p, and the apprehension probability a, can66

make a (probabilistic) prediction about the numbers of apprehensions.67

We will use this fact to assess the quality of each source of information, and assign68

it a weight in calculation of the key non-observable parameter a.69

2 Specific Models70

There are two specific models that offer good prospects for estimating apprehension71

rates. The first, which is simpler, proposes that, at least for some demographic class D,72

the effect of a specific consequence C is “permanent and irrevocable.” That is, if the73

effect is to make a person decide never to try again, he will not try again, and if the effect74

is to make a person try again, then he will do so if exposed to the same consequence75

again. While this seems extreme, informants in the USCG have told us of capturing the76

same people, trying to sneak into the US by the same maritime path, in spite of being77

apprehended. While this was a situation with minimal consequences, it illustrates78

the notion. The second model, which is considerably more complex, postulates that79

a given population has stable probabilities of being discouraged (deterred), as their80

history of experiencing consequence C grows from C to C2, C3, · · · . Here the algebraic81

notation C2 means the person experiences consequence C two times in succession. If82
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he experience two different consequences, CC ′ then we would not assume that the83

deterrent effect was the same after both of them.84

2.1 Persisters85

Let us, for the moment, suppress the labels for D and C, and agree that we speak86

of a single demographic class, exposed to a specific single consequence. Consider a87

number N1 of such persons who have been released. Of these, a certain fraction N288

are apprehended again, within some period of their release: say one month. Under the89

simplifying model of this section, these are precisely the persons who are not deterred90

and will try again in one month, and have been apprehended. From time to time91

each of these will be released again. Some fraction of them, N3, will be apprehended92

for a third time, within a month of the second release. By the assumption, we have93

that N2 = pαN1, where p is the unknown fraction who will persist, and α is the94

fraction who are apprehended. We cannot extract either p or α from this information.95

However, under this model, the number who are apprehended a third time is given96

by N3 = αN2 because the population of N2 individuals contains only those who will97

persist. Therefore, using “method of moments” estimation, the estimate of α, denoted98

by α̂ is given by Equation 1.99

α̂ = N3/N2 (1)

It is important to note that this estimate, while it may not be correct, is necessarily100

a lower bound on the apprehension probability for this class of border crossers. If our101

assumption that all will persist is incorrect, then the number of attempts is actually102

smaller that the estimate N2, and therefore the true value of α is even higher than our103

estimate.104
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α̂ = N3/N2 (2)

α = N3/N
true
2 (3)

N true
2 ≤ N2 (4)

α ≥ α̂ (5)

α ≥ N3/N2 (6)

This is a rigorous lower bound, so that we can be sure (subject, of course, to105

statistical variations, particularly if the sample is small) that the apprehension rate for106

this class of persons, and this specific consequence is not worse than our estimate. To107

be more precise (other than, of course, knowing that α ≤ 100%), we must tackle the108

problem of estimating the persistence and quitting probabilities. This difficult problem109

is taken up in Section 3.110

2.2 Multiple time periods and a “2-class” model111

The reasoning of section 2.1 can be extended. Let us first imagine that people who will112

persist do so in some concrete period of time, τ . We can then look for those who are113

re-captured twice, three times, etc. Notionally the data form a table such as Table 1.114

Released 100 First Block Second Block Third Block Fourth Block
A=Apprehended 54 45 37 33

M=Missed ??? 9 8 4
Go home ??? Zero Zero Zero

Est’d App ≥ 54% 83% 82% 89%
Table 1: Suppose that 100 persons have been tagged. The table shows how many are recaptured
in each of several successive time periods of pre-determined length. See text for details.

In Table 1 we imagine that there is some time block, and that people who will persist115

will try again within this time block. When they do so, they are either apprehended116

or missed. Of course in the first block, we do not know whether the people we do not117

see were missed, or simply gave up, and did not attempt again. This is represented as118
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“????.” Because of this, we cannot calculate the apprehension rate: a = A/(A + M).119

We do know that a ≥ 54%.2120

Can we test the assumption of this model? That is, can we test whether the121

parameter a that will be estimated from this data is consistent across the successive122

blocks of time? The answer is “yes,” because the model requires that the ratio of the123

two numbers in the second and all following blocks is the same. There are several124

staatiscal tests, such as the χ2 test, to validate this model.125

This line of reasoning is explored in more detail in another Technical Report, and126

that report describes a program we have developed that supports simulation of this127

model, and analysis of the data. The report is available at:128

http://kantor.comminfo.rutgers.edu/MissedDetections/.129

2.3 More complex case130

The more complex “simple” case assumes that the probabilities of quitting are applied131

again after each successive apprehension, C,C2, · · · . While this is still a simplifying132

assumption, when compared to the most complex possible models of human behavior,133

it poses substantial mathematical problems. Essentially, the two related parameters, p134

and α will always appear through their product, pα. We have devised an approach to135

resolving them which makes use of auxiliary information to compare several distinct136

estimators of both factors. This is discussed in detail in Section 3. But first we examine137

the mathematics of a special case. This is the mix of persons who are easily discouraged,138

and those who cannot be discouraged.139

2.4 Mix of Persisters and Discouragables140

While the effects of deterrence and missed detections can not be resolved for a popu-141

lation of persons for whom deterrence does not depend on how many times they have142

been apprehended, if the population is an unknown mix of both types, repeated obser-143

vations can resolve the deterrence, the apprehension rate, and the unknown mix. This144

2Because the number missed cannot be greater than 46.
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is because the two populations will decrease in different patterns, over time, and with145

a few repeated measurements, the hidden parameters reveal themselves.146

Let P be the fraction of the tagged persons who are discouraged by a single appre-147

hension. Let the remainder, 1−P , be “repeatedly discouragable,” so that the number148

apprehended at k time falls as zk, where z = a(1− q).149

The early discouragables will be captured in numbers: (1 − q)aP, (1 − q)(1 −150

a)aP, . . . , aP (1 − q)(1 − a)k, . . .. The once who suffer some degree of discouragement151

with every new apprehension, on the other hand, will fall as a(1− P )[(1− q)(1− a)]k.152

A few numerical experiments, not detailed here, suggest that the two behaviors are153

easily resolved, with samples of a few hundred persons.154

3 Aggregating Sources155

We seek a way to aggregate several sources of information about the ability of our156

border security systems to detect and apprehend persons trying to cross the border. A157

source may be a human expert, h ∈ H, or a system or model of some kind, m ∈ M .158

For any given class of border crossers, c ∈ C, individuals (labeled by p) who have159

been apprehended once, p ∈ A1 and have been exposed to specific measures (called160

“consequences”) n ∈M have some probability of giving up, q = Q(H,D,m,E), where161

H is the person’s history, including the details of prior apprehensions, etc. Details of162

this approach and some explanation of why it appears necessary are given in a prior163

Technical Report, Estimating Missed Detections using “Extended Capture-Recapture164

(ECR)” and Diverse Sources: largeMissed Detections Working Report-001, which is165

available at the project web site.3166

Each human or system “expert” e ∈ E is “asked” to estimate the probability qe(c)167

that individuals in class c are deterred. Our goal is to assign a weight to each expert,168

e based on some objective assessment of that expert’s ability to accurately predict169

something else about the behavior of individuals in class c. Let us call this weight170

3http://kantor.comminfo.rutgers.edu/MissedDetections/
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w(e, c).171

The proposed method, which is subject to revision, as we assess its acceptability to172

human experts, and usability in conjunction with existing modeling programs, uses a173

set of auxiliary predictions to weight the estimates provided by each source.174

3.1 Human or computer sources175

While the word “expert” normally calls to mind a human being, we use it also to refer to176

models and computer simulations. Computer models always include both randomness,177

and adjustable parameters.178

Contemporary models may simply encode a Markov process or differential equation.179

However, models are increasingly agent-based, with hundreds or even thousands of180

agents following general rules defining goals and interactions. Important examples are181

discussed, for example, by Lewis et al. (2013).182

As such models are developed and refined for border security, they will provide a183

diversity of estimates for a number of observables, in particular, the number of persons184

apprehended during a specific time period, who have been previously apprehended,185

and biometrically identified. These estimates can be compared with observed data, to186

assess the validity of the model. The same model, with differing “tuning” of its many187

internal parameters will also produce estimates of how many people who could have188

been apprehended but escaped detection and how many were deterred. This informa-189

tion will support an estimate of the apprehension probability, a. The method proposed190

here (see Section 4 is easily adapted to deal with the very large array of estimates that191

can be generated by varying the parameters of a simulation model. The weighting192

scheme could be applied to the average estimate produced in multiple runs (stochastic193

variation) with all the parameters fixed, or could be applied to each stochastic in-194

stance, run separately. As discussed in Section 4, Equation 12, the variation in weights195

is controlled by a single parameter, which can be adjusted by the decision-maker.196
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4 Method of Weighted Aggregation197

Each expert e is asked to project what fraction of a “tagged and released” set of n198

individuals in some particular class c will quit (that is, not attempt to cross the border199

again at all). Let’s call this estimate qe(c).200

We will also ask the expert to project what fraction of them will attempt to cross in201

each of several (K) non-overlapping time periods Ti, i = 1, · · · ,K. For completeness,202

the remainder are projected to cross at “some other time” (in practice “later.”).203

After the last of the time periods Ti has passed, we have data to compare with the204

prediction. However, we do not have a direct comparison because we only see those205

persons who attempt to cross and are apprehended. In this discussion we assume that206

the probability of such apprehension does not depend on the time period in which the207

crossing is attempted..208

Given observed apprehensions, {A1, · · · , AK} at the end of the observation period,209

we want to compare the quality of several expert’s predictions. Let us say that expert e210

has made predictions C
(e)
1 , · · · , C(e)

K for the numbers who try to cross in the several time211

periods. These can be combined with the expert’s estimate of the number deterred, and212

of the probability of apprehension, to produce a distribution of all of the tagged persons.213

These can be normalized to a prediction (for the moment we suppress the label (e)):214

p0, p1, · · · , pK , where pk = nk/
(∑K

j=1 nj

)
. Here p0 represents all the persons who are215

not apprehended, which may be computed by subtraction of the number apprehended216

from the number tagged.217

Thus we have an set of observations, and a prediction of that set, for each expert218

or simulation. In effect, we want to compare two “probability distributions.” There219

are a number of candidate measures, but, due to its relation to the logarithm of the220

likelihood, we have selected the Jensen-Shannon metric, developed by Lin (1991).221

First define the Kullback-Leibler distance of Q, from P by222

D(P ||Q) =
∑
k

Pk log(Pk/Qk) (7)
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This measure, which is widely used in signal theory, has the unfortunate property223

that it becomes infinite if one of the experts (or simulations) has predicted 0 for one224

of the observables. This is managed by defining a symmetrized measure called the225

Jensen-Shannon measure, according to Equation 8.226

J(P,Q) =
1

2
{D(P ||M) +D(Q||M)} (8)

Here mk = (pk + qk)/2, and since the p, q ≥ 0, m will not vanish unless both p227

and q vanish for the corresponding index. Finally, it can be shown that this can be228

converted to a metric (that is, to satisfy the triangle inequality) by taking the square229

root. Thus, finally, the Jensen-Shannon metric, or distance between two distributions230

P and Q is given by Equation 9.231

dJS(P,Q) =
√
J(P,Q) (9)

We will use the observed dJS(P (e), Q) to compute a weight for expert e. Smaller232

distance is better. The maximum possible value of the distance is log 2. However,233

it is desirable to adjust the weights in response to the observed distribution of those234

distances.4235

If the range of expert distances from the observed data is d1, · · · , dE , where E is236

the number of experts, we can identify the maximum and minimum, Equation 10.237

M = max
k
{dk} (10)

m = min
k
{dk} (11)

Finally, we introduce one more user-controllable parameter, R. R is the ratio of the238

weight assigned to the expert whose prediction is closest to the observed distribution,239

to the weight assigned to the expert whose prediction is farthest from the observed240

4Simulation experiments suggest that the values of the J-S distance are often very close, numerically.
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distribution. This is achieved by the transformation of Equation 12.241

we = 1− de −m
M −m

(1− 1/R) (12)

This provides enough information to weight each of the experts. As a practical242

matter, then, each expert needs to be able to input K + 2 estimates, which sum to 1.243

We do not show the screens that support the Delphi discussion of which demographic244

groups to consider, and which time periods to use. In this example, we assume three245

30-day time periods. Experts input their estimates using a screen as shown in Figure 3.246

This can be accessed on the public Internet, using the project site, which is password247

protected. For more sensitive analysis DHS will likely prefer to install and maintain248

the web server package on a secure internal site.249

Figure 3: Each (human) expert must enter estimates of the numbers (out of 100 typical members
of the class being considered): who will reenter in each of three time periods, or later; the number
deterred; and fraction of those who cross that will be apprehended. The Delphi method permits
experts to review those first round estimates, anonymously, and adjust their own estimates if they
wish.

The weight ratio parameter R and the observed “truth” are input in a second250

screen, Figure 4 prior to computing the weighted averages. The table in which data251

are aggregated (Figure 5) compares each expert’s estimates to the observed truth (not252

visible in this display) and provides computation of several interesting parameters.253

For each variable Y ) the weighted sum of the estimates is given by:254
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Figure 4: The manager of a Delphi process (or other aggregation) uses this screen to set the param-
eters of the analysis, define the weight ratio, R, and enter the observed numbers of apprehensions,
for each time period, and the number not apprehended. (Notional data.)

Yweighted =

∑
e∈E weYe∑
e∈E we

(13)

There is more than one way to estimate the apprehension rate. Given the several255

estimates of how many people will attempt, and on how many are apprehended, we256

might form the estimate, corresponding to expert e, of the apprehension rate (Equation257

14:258

αe =

∑K
k=1At

N
∑T

k=1 p
e
k

(14)

Here N is the total number of tagged persons released, and belonging to the class259

that the expert has been asked to estimate. Like the other estimates, these can be260
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Figure 5: The results of aggregation, after the true values for the apprehensions Ak are known
(notional data). In each column the weighted average, and the standard deviation of the set of
estimates, is shown as. The last two columns summarize the distance from the truth, using the
Jensen-Shannon metric, and the weight. In this example we have chosen the parameter R so that
the poorest estimate gets one third the weight of the best estimate. See text.

weighted and summed.261

However, for even greater specificity, and to take full advantage of their expertise,262

we recommend asking each expert to provide an estimate of the apprehension rate. In263

the analysis displayed here, that is the basis for the estimated average.264

The information in the column headed “Missed/caught ratio,” shown in red, rep-265

resents a new way of summarizing information, which may prove useful in communi-266

cations with concerned lay populations, such as citizens and legislators. The estimate267

is number of persons who have evaded detection (that is, have entered the country268

unseen) for each person who has been apprehended. For example, if the apprehension269

rate is 50%, as proposed by expert “E4,” this ratio is 1. If it is 66%, as proposed270

by expert “E5,” then this is approximately one-half. This ratio makes it easy for any271

concerned observer to convert the number of persons apprehended, into a number that272

have evaded detection, which is the true measure of impact on the nation. In this273

example, the average of this ratio, 1.6 ± 2 is quite large. This is due to the presence274

of one truly pessimistic estimate (“E6”) and the fact that the “best” of the estimates275
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“E3” is also greater than one.276

5 Conclusions and Discussion277

We have provided a rigorous and principled method for weighting the estimates of278

key parameters such as the apprehension rate, and the estimate of fraction deterred,279

based on data that become observable as time progresses. There are several ways that280

this method can be applied, and we have developed software, written in Java, that281

implements three specific applications.282

1. A coordinator receives estimates from several sources and enters them into a soft-283

ware tool. Later, the observed data are entered, and the tool calculates weighted284

sums. [This may be called ”batch.”]285

2. Multiple experts anonymously enter their estimates into a software tool, in a286

framework [”Delphi”] that allows them to make one round of revisions before the287

calculations occur.288

3. An API that lets programmers and simulators do the same process, accepting289

inputs from diverse simulation programs and other models.290

Each of these three is potentially useful in the corresponding sector of efforts to291

estimate the number of persons missed at the border.292

1. Batch. This mode can be used to form estimates of many parameters of interest,293

and requires only that there be some associated distribution of observables that294

can be elicited along with the estimates of the unmeasurable parameter of interest.295

The tool can also be used in this way to estimate the quality of specific human296

or computer estimators. Finally, it can be used to assess the overall validity297

of using this method to aggregate expert opinion. This will be assessed by, for298

example, seeing whether the aggregated estimates of observables are close to the299

true values, and whether the weights calculated in this way can be used over a300

considerable period of time.301
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2. Delphi. This mode can be used whenever there is a need to combine multiple302

expert inputs. For the specific problem considered here, there is a necessary pre-303

liminary step, selecting the demographic and “consequence” for which estimates304

are to be provided. We expect that this is best conducted as a synchronous305

discussion. It could, in principle, also make use of anonymous inputs. A demon-306

stration tool, using Google Sheets®, and Google Scripts®, has been developed307

in this project, but has not been “hardened” for delivery.308

3. The API can be used to aggregate the results from any number of runs of computer309

simulations or other models. Grounding the model weighting with respect to some310

related observables will generally improve any conclusions drawn by combining311

the methods or parameter variations that are examined. Model combination is312

increasingly a feature of AI and Machine Learning methods, such as Random313

Forests, and this kind of evidence-based weighting should improve the accuracy314

and the explainability of such models.315

Overall, we hope that these ideas, and the specific tools, will prove useful to the De-316

partment of Homeland Security, and to Customs and Border Patrol, in their continuing317

efforts to measure the security of the nation’s borders.318
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Appendices329

A Some technical details330

A.1 Riemannin Metric331

The Jensen-Shannon metric a Riemannian metric. That is, for a small change in the332

distribution, we can write the distance in the form shown in A.1.5333

J(P, P + δP ) =

K∑
k=1

(δpk)2

8pk
.

Since the space of probability vectors is actually (K − 1)-dimensional (because∑K
k=1 pk = 1), the quadratic form can be rewritten, in terms of the free variables, as

follows:

J(P, P + δP ) =

K−1∑
k=1

(δpk)2

8pk
+

(∑K−1
k=1 δpk

)2
8pK

.

These relations could be used in an exploration of geodesics in the simplex of prob-334

ability distributions, and might usefully help to define “hyper-spheres” in that space,335

that is, the set of distributions that are equidistant from a given set of observations.336

B Alternative Ways of Comparing an Expert to337

the Observations338

If we do not ask an expert to predict the apprehension rate, then each expert e has339

made predictions n
(e)
1 , · · · , n(e)T , which have to sum to

∑K
j=0 n

(e)
j ≤ n, where n is the340

number of tagged persons.341

(The difference,

n−
K∑
j=0

n
(e)
j

5This is easy to see, writing ds2 as the J-S distance, which is the sum of two terms, each being a ”pseudo
distance” from the average of the two distributions.
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is the number of subjects who did not try to cross during any of the M periods.342

If we consider only the direct observables, they can be normalized to a prediction343

(for the moment we suppress the label (e)): p1, · · · , pT , where pk = nk/
(∑K

j=1 nj

)
.344

That is, the prediction gives the proportion of the attempts that will fall in each time345

period, and does not include a specific estimate of the apprehension rate. It could,346

nonetheless be compared to the observed distribution of apprehensions across the time347

periods.348

Unfortunately This means that if we have two experts, one of which (expert A) has349

predicted that 100% of the subjects will return within the K periods, and the other350

(expert B) has predicted that only 50% of them will return, and both have predicted351

identical relative distribution within the periods, then the vectors p for the two experts352

A and B will be identical. (This is because we divide by
∑K

j=1 nj , rather than by n).353

So the subsequent analysis would not be able to distinguish A and B at all!354

This is the rationale for the method adopted in this report. The chosen way of355

distinguishing A and B is to describe each one’s prediction by K + 1 buckets, rather356

than by K buckets. The last bucket will contain nK+1 = n−
∑K

j=1 n
(e)
j , i.e. the number357

of people who, according to the expert, won’t return within the K periods. Of course,358

the problem with this approach is that while we know each expert’s suggested n
(e)
K+1,359

we don’t have the equivalent value aK+1 for the apprehensions. This is resolved by360

specifically asking for the estimate of apprehension rate.361

Therefore, we ask each expert e to provide his estimates n
(e)
1 , · · · , n(e)K of the numbers362

of crossing attempts in the K observation periods, as well as his estimate β(e) of363

the apprehension rate. For the purposes of evaluating the prediction’s quality, this is364

equivalent to the expert giving the estimates of the observables, i.e. providing the365

vector a(e) consisting of the estimates a
(e)
j for the numbers of apprehensions in each366

time period Tj , and the estimate z(e) for the number of “never-seens”, i.e. the people367

who won’t be apprehended (because they either don’t attempt to cross during any of368

the K observation periods, or evade capture), viz.369
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a(e) =

a(e)1 = βn
(e)
1 , · · · , a(e)K = βn

(e)
K , z(e) = n−

K∑
j=0

a
(e)
j

 .

Thus we can compare the expert’s predictions a(e) with the vector of observables,

which contains the “true” apprehension counts aj and the number of “never-seens”,

viz.

a =

a1, · · · , aK , z = n−
K∑
j=0

aj

 .

Both a(e) and a are normalized (in the 1-norm), producing the probability distri-

butions

p(e) = a(e)/n

and

q = a/n.

The Jensen-Shannon metric de = J(p(e)||q) is computed as the measure of quality of e’s370

predictions. We note that this method can be extended to a more complex framework,371

in which the experts provide different estimates of the apprehension rates βj for each372

of the time periods. However, the assumption of constant β should not be abandoned373

unless the data reject it, as the elicitation process, and burden on the human experts,374

will be increased if β is dependent upon the time period.375
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